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FOREWORD..
a
fihis report. summarizes experimental efforts for the period
l February, 1975 through 1 May, 1.976. The study was .conducted. for
the NASA-Lewis Research Center by members of he Department of Materials
F
^
	
	 Science. and Engineering. at the Massachusetts Instmtute of Technology,
-The Principal Investigator in the study _ms Prof... F.J. McGarry; other
i
'	 major .participants are J. Im, J.F,. Mandell, and S.S, Wang. The NASA-
,'
LeRC Project Manager is Dr. C.C. Charms, Mail Stop. 49-3.	 `:
Efforts mn this study are prmmari y dmrected towards the development 	 s
of fmnmte element analysis for the study of flaw growth. and fxacture of
composmtes. The experimental work descrmbed mn this report is ..meant to
s	 complement the analytical efforts by providing test data for comparison
purposes, as well as to advance the general understandmng of the-subject.
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ABSTRACT
-,
j	 The results of an .experimental study. of damage extension and fal-
ure in glass and graphite/epoxy laminates containing partially through-thick-
L
i
ness surface. cracks are presented. The laminates studied are divided. bet-
^	 ween those containing four plies, 90 ./0/0/90,. 15/-15/-15/15, ^^.nd 45/-45/-45/45,. a1	
and. those containing 12-16,p1ies of the general configurations 0/90, ±45
'.	 and 0/±60. Most of the results are .for surface cracks of various lengths
and several depths. Stable. damage extension in laminates containing sur-
face cracks is .predominantly delamination between plies, and tends to be
much more extensive prior to failure than is the case with through-thickness
cracks, resulting in approximately notch-insensitive behavior in most
cases. Agreater - tendency for e notch-sensitive. behavior is found for 0/90
j	 graphite/epoxy laminates for which stable damage extension is more limited.
a
The rate of damage . extension with increasing applied stress . depends uponi
^,
4	 ,.	 the composite system and ply configuration as well as the .crack . length . and
i
depth. An approximate semiempirical method is presented for estimating the '
^ ^,
I	 growth rate of large damage-regions.
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INTRODUCTION
a
K
	
	
The confidence with which any material may be employed in a struc-
tural capacity depends, among other considerations, upon the degree of
understanding and -the predictability of its response to the variety of
r
damage and pre-existing stress concentrators which it may encounter in
service.. The. wealth. of exper^.ence with homogenous materials in this re-
..gird stands in-contrast t^ t: ►e relatively unknown behavior of fiber re-
inforced composites in the presence of any but the most basic. types of1
damage, consisting almos entirely of through.-thickness cracks. or holes 	 y
'Y
under uniaxial loading. The objective of the study .described. in this
report was to obtain detailed . data on the response of some common laminate
types to damage which does. not completely penetrate through the thick-
ness (surface flaws'or cracks). The data are to be used in conjunction 's
9
with he development of athree-dimensional finite element analysis in,
another part of the study as well as to advance knowledge in thisfield.
Background
_^
`.Studies. of the fracture resistance of composites have largely
adopted the: techniques available from the existing technology of homo-
genous materials. Primaryattentionwith homogenous materals'is focused
on dominant.:, through-thickness cracks [1]. This emphasis ^_s logical
	 ^
'	 for several reasons;. {1) . through-crack_geometres are mote simple to
treat both experimentally and analytically, (2) through-cracks .are
	 ;^
..generally the most severe, (3) other crack geometries, such as surface
cracks, propagate in a similar manner, often growing to become hrough-
	
.,	
-1-
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cracks, and (4) if the ma eral is .isotropic, it has a similar resist-
ance to any type of crack.. The study of failures in homogenous materials
is simplified by the characteristic features of a dominant. . spreading
crack which is colinear and self similar, and whose . extension is resisted
by an identifiable material property.,-the fracture .toughness, subject pri-
marily to variations in the degree of traxiality of the stress field.
The behavior of fiber reinforced composites containing through-
thickness cracks is in some respects similar to that...of homogenous
materials. Dependng'upon	 the fiber,. matrix and ply configuration in- '-
volved, the crack may be colinear a;ad self similar on a n^acroscale, and
classical brittle fracture criteria may be applicable [2J. Composites ]
may also display a'quasi-ductle'behavior, reaching complete notch'
..insensitivity [3]. The fracture behavior, like other properties, is
highly ansotropic, a;nd may vary from brittle to notch-insensitive for
specimens cut in various directions from the same plate of material [3] u
While	 he b havior of some com osites containin	 throu h-cracks mt	 e	 P	 g	 g	 aY
N
resemble homogenous .materials on a macroscale, the local	 tress and fracture ^
characteristics of crack, extension are considerably different.. The high :degree
of anisotropy, particularly withneach ply,. results in a complex array
of local damage,at the main crack tip`. For laminates composed'. of un-
dixectional plies with fibers oriented in various directions, the 'damage
tends to occur on the. weakest
	
planes, resulting in a local system of
cracks running..parallel to the fibers of 'each ply and betweenplies [4]',
.This	 d.amac zone grows in extent as the applied stress is increased,
until compete fracture finally occurs, often catastrophically,._ As long
-2-; x
7
f
r
.a.
„	 as the damage zone :retriains	 localized near the crack tip region, the.
extension of ,the damage and the conditions of fracture appear to be
governed at least-approximately by the classical stress intensity fac-
tor, KI (:opening mode). Lt the inter and	 ntraply damage becomes global, _	 ^:'
preadng far ahead of the original crack,. then. the behavior becomes f
notch-insensitive. Figures: 1,2 and 3, taken from Reference [4], give ^^
the size and geometry of the: damage region f`^ar graphite fiber re^-
^,	 ;
nforcedepoxy laminates similar to those used in the present-stud. `>
^	 The 90/Of 0/90 and 15/-15/-15/15 laminates in Figures 1 and L were
notch-sensitive., as the damage remained localized: until fracture occurred,
the 45/-45/ -45/45 laminate in Figure 3 was notch-insensitive,. as the
damage became global prior to fracture. Damage zones in. laminates of
^,
.other ply configurations may be even .:.ore complex, involving fiber
hrPakage and buckling in some rases, as well as multiple YPsin cracl_:ing
`	 parallel to the fibers [3].
;!
`
' ^'	 F '	 sThe characteri, tics,of the dams a zone in
	
i s. 1 - 3 are in
	
harg	 g	 p
^^
`	 "^
contrast to a single crack in a metal, with a yielded zone at the tip.
The cracks. within one ply of tr_e laminate do not generally penetrate ad-
,jacent plies, but terminate at the ply interface or at an interfacial
crack. The material within the damage zone remains generally elastic and
'	 continuous except for: the-individual cracks. Early three-dimensional
:a
fini e element results have shown the complex. mechanics-of stress trans-
	 ^ g
fer within the damage zone which lead to a relaxation of the in-plane
	 =^ ^'
stresses relative to'those existing _in the absence of such damage [5].
These results also indicate the mechanisms tending to cause damage zone
-3-
^	 -_	 _	
__
1
extension and the constrain s on extension provided ` by neighboring
plies.	 ,
I	
^.
The-high.-degree of :anisotropy evident in damage zones at through-
thickness crack tips may be anticipated to have even greater influence
i	 ,
with cracks which da not penhtrate completely through the laminate.
Existing literature on this topic is limited to very smple'cases.,.but
the important pxob7em of the unwinding of a rocket motor case illus-
traced in Figure 4 is typical of unwinding from surface flaws encounter- 	 ,
ed in many pipe `and pressure vessel applications. The geometry of the
crack ; .j. Figure 4 is indicative of partial through-thickness cracks in
.generals. These cracks have astrong tendency to propaga e parallel to the
fibers causing.unwnding^and seldom penetrate further through; the thickness.
If unwinding of the type in Figure 4 is extensive and stress concentrations
are not sgnfcant; propagation of'-^^he crack may be predicted by assuming
^	
^.
that. the. crack tip stress field remains constant_as the crack . extends,,
leading to the approxmation::[6T
ctl	 , - ^ c2	 (1)
	
Gc	
c+tl i , 2Eh
where G is the critical'stran energy release rate for peel-off-type
c
delaminaton, Eh is the elastic modulus in the hoop direction, and 6 is
the critical hoop stress. For t l <^ Q this gives 	 -
_ t 6 2
	
G	 1 c	 -	 (2)
	
c	 2Eh
7	 -^-
f	
,:-:'
_	 _	 -	 -
i
,.^^_..	 —
___. , _ _	 _	 ^„x,..	 µ^w^
Ij
^^ 	 tie above relationships suggest a possible method of prediction fori ^^	 >^
the extension of glohal. damage..zones which primarily involve delamn-
ationbetween plies, and such an approach has been. pursued in the
„.	 present case.
',	 -
;.
i;
j
j	 Scope.. ;	 ;
I,
!'	 ^^	 The approach taken in this study was exploratory in nature,: since
;t
Tittle was known about partially through-thickness cracks in laminates con-^
'`
i^	
taming plies oriented in various directions. Relatively' simple geometries `'
;.
i,	 such-as that in Figure 4 were not considered, thus eliminating cases
i
where only the. surface .ply was damaged. The'aLterest in the present study 	 - r';^
^.^
was in crack geometries where free peeling or unwinding as in Figure 4
a
:^
is constrained by neighboring plies having fibers .which cross over one 	 - -
^	 another.
1	 - `3'^
.:	
-
'^.^
i^	 The work is divided between: relatively simple laminates containing
f	 four plies, in the configurations 90/.0/0/90, 15/-15/-15/15, and 45/-45/-45/45 `^
_	 ;
^.	 dt:,`	 ^
r	 (^;he ply angle is the direction of the fibers relative to 	 he load, with
^ .,
.:
the initial crack cut perpendicular to the load direction), and laminates
;^	 '
containing a' greater number of plies in the confguratons0/90,..+^^5,
Nand ±60/0.
	
Both graphite/epoxy .and E-glass/epoxy are used in the four-ply..
laminates, with E-glass/epoxy used for the thicker laminates. Graek geo-
mctries:are `primarily surface cracks of varying depth and length, with
r:	 ='
f
embedded cracks used in only a few cases for comparison. W
-5-
f	
_
t	 ^	 -
--
^^	 i
Emphasis in this experimental , phase. of the work is in two areas:
(1) gathering precise data for damage extension from precut cracks to
be used later in comparisons with analytical predictions, and (2), a
broader characterization of damage geometry, growth characteristics
and fracture behavior of laminates with a range of ply configurations -
 and
t``
crack lengths. This was done in order to gain amore general and in-depth
understanding of the behavior of fiber composite. laminates. containing such.
cracks. As a nesult, data are given and discussed in greatest detail for
the 0%90 laminates, with less emphasis on quantitative damage-growth rates
	
"-'
in the other cases.. Fables. l and 2 list the ply configurations and geometries
	 '.
tested,.
C	 5
^,
^	 ,
i
r
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOP,3'
' Materials
All materials used in this study were obtained from 3M Company
:.
,'
as prepeg, and . were compression<mo ded using a bleeder cloth arrange- ^-
went. Thee graphite/epoxy .was SP288-T3 (Thornel 300 fibers), amedium- ;^
modulus material. Two types of E-glass/epoxy were used; Type, 1002 was
to be used for the entire study, but this line was. discontinued mid- ^	 ±
.way .through, so Type lOQ3 was substituted, Type 1003 has a slight ^	 ,
ly ..lower ply thickness: The switch from Type, 1002 to 1003 required con- ^
siderable retesting since the properties were. not' identical..
Specimens containing surface cracks.. were prepared according
to the following procedure: -.
^ ,:;^^	
^
,.^;^
r^
l: Pieces were cut to the desired°size out of a roll of prepeg.
2. If a surface crack, m plies deepwas..to be .included,. then ^^:
only m`ples were joined together by hand,. in the desired ^
ply sequence. This is called Assemblage I.
i
3. Using,,a commercial razor blade, the assemblage was cu	 to
t.
form the desired `crack geometry as shown schematically in
yV
.Fig.	 5. ^;	 3
^.
4. Once this was done, the Assemblage II which would constitute
the remainder of the specimen was laved up similarly, but
_^
without razor cuts . ',	 a^
iu
a
.J	
_7-
^	 l
^	
_
^,.^ ,T
__	 ..._^__.._.,^m:.___^^_,
_	
ti
^....^ w^.^...w^...._^,_,.,_^w....^._....^.^..,...v.^ .__..._^_^_._.__^r_._._..^_ 	 ._^^..^,......._..^.^
(,
	 ..
.,,...1....,_.
f
5. Assemblages I and II were stacked together, making one plate.
6. If a surface crack was also needed on the other surface`of
the specimen, .the .same-operation as was..followed with Assem- -	 '
blage`I was-repeated to produce Assemblage III as shown in
Fig. 5. The Assemblage III was t^t'en puk together with .the
other two. Gare was exercised to locate the two cracks as
f
nearly opposite to each otheras_possible. -
7. On each side of the plate was placed a layer of permeable '
'. '^'eflon-coated fiberglass, :followed by one layer of bleeder y	 `
cloth (Mochburg Type CW1850) per `every two plies of the laminate.,. '
followed by a layer of impermeable Teflon-coated fiberglass-next.
to an aluminum mold plate._
8. The whole assembly . was placed in a press, in order to cure the
laminate. The cure.. conditions were
'; ^
glass./epoxy	 . graphite/epoxy
n
` preheat.:
	
330°F(16E^°C)	 3U0°F{149°C)
contact: pressure
and duration	 40 psi(276 KN/m2)	40psi(276KN/m2)
for 2 min.,
	 for 2 mina
gradual increase
/m2)in pressure to	 100'psi(690 KN/m2 )	 100 psi(690 KN :#
_within	 2 :min	 2 min
eu^'ing time	 45 min	 2 hrs.
a
9. The cured: plate was machined by rough Butting,with a diamond-
_
r	 Y
edged 'wheel, and finished with a Tensilekut tauter to the
a
desired dimension. Care was exercised to have the suface crack
x
-as nearly centered as possible.
-_
`8^'
;;^
f^
	
__
^
^
The structure of graphite/epoxy was very. sensitive to the molding,
_conditions. A series of specimens were molded by changing only the. time
,^
dura ion at contact: pressure while keeping .the other conditions the same.
The two-minute. contact time gave the best quality laminates yielding
the .fewest voids, so this condition was . maintained throughout the study
^:
in molding the test specimens. The e quality under 'these conditions was`
good as indicated by a typcal ' cross-sectiom in Figure 6. The	 nterlamnar
shear strength measured by short beam bend tests averaged 13.0 ks 	 (89.6
MN/m2). ;.
Glass/epoxy. laminates are relatively dfficul
	
to observe using-the.
,.^
.optical microscope because the fiber boundaries are less distinguishable
than. with graphite,. The fibers were made more observable by etching the`
specimen
	 l% hydrofluoric acid (diluted in water) for 5-7 seconds. :•^with
The effect of etching on the matrix surface was insignificant so
that fine cracks	 when: resent	 could be viewed without distortion.p	 r a
^	 A micrograph of	 a	 cross section using this technique is shown in
Fig. 7 for Type ],002 Scotchply in thevirgnstate. Unlike graphite
a
,.
epoxy, there appear	 to be numerouslarge voidc^, but apparently no
'^	 ^	 temperature cracks. This qualty;is typcaa of pxevious experience
r	 with. Type 1002 Scotchpl.y; and efforts to decrease the void content
were unsuccessful. Th^^ avera e interlamnar shear stren the for
	 lass/g	 g	 g
epoxy were 6.O Ksi(41 MN/m2) for Type 1002 and 6.2 Ksi(43 MN /m2) for x
the .:Type 1003...
,.
^.	 x
^:
_.
^. 
-<
i	 _4 ,^	 -,
'.	 I
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The cracks introduced by cutting. the prepeg pxaT^x to molding
showed good retention . of their original geometry, The crack flanks	
^ r
appeared straight by visual. inspection, and the tips of the crack 	 `
were relatively sharp where fibers were cut. Figure 6 shows a micro-	 '
graph . of a surface crack as molded;..the crack . tip radius is in the
range of 10 3 in. (2.5 x 10-3cm).
'i
Testing Procedure
Tests w`re performed. using an Tnstron universal . testing machine.
with the cross-head speeds of 0.05 and 0.02 in/mina (.13 and .05 cm/min)
for glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy, respectively. The ultimate tensile
-strength specimens for various ,ply sequences were_prepared`by bonding.
tapered fiberglass tabs on the grip surfaces of the straight-sided strips...
for four-ply laminates; a dog-bone shape was used for the thicker
laminates with a xeduced width of l.5 in (3..81 cm). The appearance of
,'
the-precracked plates prior to-load was not different from the untracked 	 '.
plates, because the razor .cuts. were completely closed up by flowing 	 ^!
.resin during cure. However, the cracks opened up at applied stresses
in the range of 7 to 11 ks (48 to 76 MN/m^) for glass/epoxy and 1/+
to l8 lcsi (97 to X 24 k1N /m2) for 'graphite/epoxy..
:.For the purpose of investigating ;the characteristics of damage
	 '
which developed due to the presence of pre^^»it cracks, :
 the . specimens
	were loaded o some predetermined stress level before :being unloaded:
	 ;
and removed .from the testing machine. In the notch region of the pre-
loaded glass/epoxy:, black India ink was applied,'wr^ich stained de-
,.
lamination interfaces and penetrated into splibs. In selecting stain
	
ing agents, consideration was given to penetrability,`washabiliCy and
	 ^-
g^,^.'^,QL^UQI^3LT1I'^'Y ^J^t' ,.
^$^--^^-^-^.m-,I ^ ^.^-•fig
color.. Although some of the dyes normally used for biological .purposes
^^
were excellent in the speed of penetration., they were too easily
washed out durng..wet-sanding, The India .ink chosen would not penetrate
as fast as the above, but
	
t spread sufficiently afCer a duration of time,
'	 and moreover was hard to wa^i^ away completely. The low 3nterlaminar shear ^	
s
strength of glass-epoxy ` made`t possible to peel off one-layer after
,^
i	 5
.another, instead of sanding, in order to examine interfacial delaminations.
^F
Wet sand ng and polishing were employed: when splits withna ply were
to be measured..
^^
{1
..,
	
:.;
The staining technique was not effective for graphite/epoxy because
'.
i
of the opaqueness of .the specimens. Instead,.a fluorescent dye (Zyglo, v,
Magnaflux Corp.) was sprayed on the preloaded, notched specimen. After
^^
waiting until the ,dye had-penetrated and dried, the, specimen was bonded' :^
^'3 Y, 	 A
- 	 to a flat surface of asolid plastic piece far better hooding . and hand-
ling. It was wet-sanded, oolished and viewed under ultraviolet light so- .^-
t
that the. .regions containing the dye were evident. Exposing delamina-
ux.
tion b^^ sanding and .polishing was a tedious .process. If .the plane of
}
',	 the surface being palished wasn^tkept parallel to that of the laminate
interfaces, the fluorescent dye was: removed at one portion of,delamin-
ation while other portions were still unexposed. Also the polishing x
had to be stopped at'the right moment when the dye still remained at
i
'	 the valleys existing due to the waviness`of the delamination surface.
The d e could Basil 	 be lost com letel	 b	 sli htl	 more olshiny	 Y	 P	 y	 y	 g	 y	 P	 g. n
->
^The Wet sanding., polishing and viewing were repeated sequentially through ,
^	 the entire specimen: As the damage was usually extensive for both Mass .and
i.	
'^
.^
	
_
!	 graphite/epoxy,: viewing was either 'direct or `with the aid of a lOX mag- r_
'
nifier. '^:,;
-11-
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^	 ^	 FOUR-PLX T,AMINATES
i
^	 i
^ ^
^	 ^
I	 i	 Introduction
j 	 ^
9
^
Four-ply laminates were chosen as the subject of a significant
j
,Y	 .:
:'
s
i
portion of the . study due to their relative simplicity both for ex-
1
perimental observation and analytical modelling. fiefore considering
^
i
the actual results for four ply laminates it is instructive to consider '
the general nature of 'damage which is observed for surface cracks in '
a variety of laminates. Figure 8 (a) indicates schematically that damage ex-
tending from from a laminate with asurface-.crack completely across the width
i ,^	is similar to that in Figure 4: the. primary . damage takes the form of a Bela-
,^
urination crack propagating along the length: of the specimen. In many cases :the
delamination
	
preads completely into the grips, leaving the, uncut plies
to carry the full load. In some cases ,  particularly wi h graphite/epoxy,
1^	 ^	 the entire specimen may fail-at some lesser value of ^.. Figure 8(b)indicates
^	 ^	 schematically a similar,: but more complex damage geometry for casks of surface
4
^.^.
i	 ^	 cracks with 2C < W, There is still a strong tendency to form a large dela-
^.
jf ^	 urination, but now the growth of the delaminaton is constrained by
^ k"
' 	 plies with transverse fibers, and a complex damage pattern may develop,
1
possibly resulting in some lengthening of the origin^^l crack in the pre-
cut plies.
^	 m
.	
,
i
R-Glass/Epoxy Laminates
-,,
ce:
_
Y
Results were obtained for Type 1.003 Scotchply using three .different
:'_-:a
ply sequences	 90/0/0/9:0, +15/-15/-15/+15 and +45/-45/-45/+45 wh^.eh con-
^^
'^	 I
tamed surface cracks Ysa^.f-way through the thickness, and cf various lengths«
t
'..	
.;
i
!	 <:	 -12- '
s
IFigures 9 (a) - {c)
	
show test results. of nominal fracture stress
';	 vs. normalized crack, length. Tkie notch insensitive line.;; represent
the nominal fracture stress. level which would be calculated if the
,s
stress state were uniform at the time of fracture, as opposed to a
s	 state with concentrated stress near the cracks. Noting that the net-
section (measured at the notch) then would attain a stress approximately r
equal' . to the UTS (ultimate tensile strength) of the same material without
a notch, ignoring the effects of nonsymmetry, etc., the notch insensitive
,M
stress can'be rPnresented as
notch insensitive stress
	 = UTS (	 Anet	 )	 (3)
gross ;
,&
where A	 is thecross.-sectional.. area of a straight edged strip. measuredgross
.away form the notched section and 
Anet is the urea at the notch. The notch
-.	
-insensi.tivity-as approached by ;the data in Fg.9 can be attributed to steady,.
extensive growth of damage such as delamnati.ens and spl
	
s which effect-
ively elmina e the stress concentrations
	 hat would be expected at the' {
precut cracks. While x:45 laminates tend to be notch insensitive even for -
through-cracks, the 0/90 laminate would be significantly notch-sensitive
'	 for through-cracks . over much of the range of ^c/W [4].
^,
Damage did not occur in a stressed .specimen until the .
 applied stress ;,
reack^ed at least 20-30% of the UTS, the stress being lower as the crack '.;	 ''
!':	 length increased. The first damage was in-the £orm bf delamination, initiated
,,
at the center of the-root_9f the surface crack and expanding at the inter-
face separating, the; .
 last: precut layer (second layer), and the adjacent un-
^
- _
,
cut layer (third layer). Although some other similarities in behavior can
^^
=
, Y
	be observed among the three ply confgura ions; they are most conveniently
^	 discussed separately.
f	 -13-j	 _
For 90/0/0/90. laminates, further 'growth of damage is shown
7	 _i
schematically in Fig,. 10 and. photographically in dig. 11. When the
.boundary of the expanding delamination_reached the precut crack tips, ;
it was pinned down there, making only .vertical expansion possible from
then on. However, the vertical growth itself was also constrained. The
;r
situation was analogous...to a metal containing a dislocation line
pinned down. at two. points (crack tips. in the study), where the increase
in area enclosed by the dislocation line comes only through the change
^; in curvature of the line. Fventuall.y, but well before the del.amination
attained a full circular shape, the stress: concentration at the surface
crack tips caused . splits parallel to fibers within the second layer (0°)
as shown by_the third schematic in Fig. 10. The .splits apparently played
a dual role: first, that of relieving stress concentrations at the tips, so ,,
that the 0°fibers at the crack tip did not fail, and second, that bf`actng
as boundarieswithn which the..delamination coup grow...Thesplits also
changed the shape . of the opened .crack. into anear-rectangle from a
thin ellipse, and changed the rate of delamnation growth with respect
;^
-to applied stress. Since the crack .opening is apparently-accomplished
3
primarily by retraction. during unloading. of the m3.d-strips separated
from the body due to dalamnation and 0°' splits,. it invulved`the tearing
off . and. lifting up of the last continuous material still holding the mid-
a
strips, e.g., first layer (90°). As a result, another form of delamination
^,
was created around the main cracktips,_at an interface different from the
previous one. It appeared as a slender triangle beyond the, crack tips with.
^
the 0° split as its` longest side. The 90° layer over. this region t+ias
_ -a
severely . damaged due to'splits parallel to the fibers on its own plane;
i
i.
the split spacing was in the xange of 0.01 to 0.03 . in.(-.025-to .07b cm).
,14-
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^.
i
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,,
Figure 12 shows a series of photographs tac^t^ by peeling off
^^
layers of the ink-stained specimen containing a surface crack of 2c/W =
y.
0,375, after preloadng to 76% of the^UTS. The first photo taken before
!„, peeling. faintly shows nhmerous 90° splits: within the region of darker '
triangular background.. When the first layer is peeled off, the triangular
delamnatons can be seen to have grown. almost up to the propagating `
f fronts of the major delamination underneath. The length of the long 0°
splits at the surface crack tips is concealed in this photo, but it
.can .
 be noted clearly after slight polishing of the surface to xemove
the stain, as shown in Fig. 13. Note. also-from the Figure that the sur- ;,
face crack did riot extend fro^r^ its initial length (did not fail any 0°
fibers), the delamination underneath was completely contained within the
I! 0° splits,_and the splits constituted the longest sides of the triangular
delaminations. The last photo in Fig. 12,Phich was obtained by peeling..
off one more layer, indicates that'the upper and lower delamination bound.-
aries are far from being circular but are rather box-shaped. When the a
specimen in Figure 12 was again polished, the stain was completely. re-
'	 ! moved and no further damage was found in the remaining uncut . plies..
', The: principal quantitative results. from the observations are pre-
sented`	 in Fig. 14-17	 Figures	 14 (a)-(f) give the relation between Q and
RS
 for various `crack lengths. The following empirical equation xelates ^,
	 the a
'central delamination length, with Q s , .the 0°
	 p-.lit length^obtaned by a weighted
average of the coefficients from-a least-squares fit of data from each eraclt
1 eng th
Q/W - 0. 40 (2c/W) + 0.9 8 (fs/W)	 (4)
.The signi;Eicance of the equation can . be
 realized by letting Q s approach zero
s
f -15- `
^^
- ^ - ...,^ _. _	 j	 . .
Q/^	 ^ 0."40(2c/W}
= 0+
('	
s
or
^`
i^
_
= 0+s
^	 ,
i
This equation . suggests that the aspect ratio, Q/2c of the central de-
'f
^	 lamination at the time of the. 0° split
	
nitiationwith^.n the second layer
„	 <.
._
_	 is approximately constant for. all surface crack lengths.
^,
Q /2
The ratio, (	 s	 ), the slope of the . outer boundary of the tra p- -
a	 n
gulag delamnations, was approximately`8:0 for all crack lengths except
r	
_J
thosb
	
which were`long'enough to cause interaction-with the free edges..
of-the strip..
•	 Figure 15 (a) - (h) give 	 the central delamination . length, ^, as a
function of applied. stress for various crack lengths. Most of the data "
appear to follow a power law relationship on the log.-log. .plots except.
-^	 at low stress levels. Deviation from the straight ;line tends-to occur at
the point where. the value of R^s first becames non-:zero. The initiation of
delamination occurs along the central portion: of the precut crack. as in-
dicated i.n Figures, l0 and 11. The value of stress when this delamination '<a
is first observed varies only slightly for different crack lengths in
Figure 15 from 6/UTS of approximately 0.35 at 2c/W;= .12.5 to',25 at 2c/W =
1.0`. Thereafter the.-delamination grows-much mare rapidly for the longer
-	 _y
cracks. The results in Fa.gure 1S represent the extension of the primary
*^
dar,^lge in the 0/90. laminates, and will be discussed in more detail in a
...	 ^	
..
h
Y
^	 -
later section, where linear plots of the same data are also given:.
=16- k
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The crack opening displacement (COD) at the center of the pre-^.'
cut. crack has also been measured as a function of stress and crack length.^^" "^
Figure 16 indicates a superposition of the: data on to a nearly linear ^	 ,
.^
power taw relationship over the entire rage. A gradual change in the
gearreetry of .the open :c:rack, approaching a rectangle at high,loads,.has.
already been noted in Figures 10 and 11. ,_
w ^
Qualitatively: similar damage is observed±15 ;.aminates in Figure 17.. for . . ^r
The first damage is again in the form of delamination at the interface between °'
t
the second and third ply. The delamination spreads more freely _in the vertical:.
.^
^:
direction after the constraining effects of the intact. material beyond "-`	 `°
the crack tip are released by split formation parallel to the fibers
,:
of each ply. As the .
 splits extend along the fibersfrom-each crack
.,,
tip toward the center-line of the specimen, they evenually cross `
each other at the center-line. This results in two ider_tcal isosceles tr- ^^
i
angles. symmetric with respect to the surface crack, above and below it. The ,^t
delaminarion grows within-the. triangle boundaries as shown in Fig. 17 (b)
,^
^	 I ;^ The triangles inevitably dictate the maximum, growth of the delamination, K;
j which is constrained' . within the-cones. It slows down after a period of fast
3
i
growth:
i f:
The normalized vertical delamination length, Q/W. is plotted against Y,
6/UTS in Fig. 18 for the two compos 	 e systems. The. three domains of differ-
ent growth rate are more evident when redrawn on logarithmic scale (dig.
19), where the slope of the central region suggests an exponent of
approximately 5.3. The delamination initially grows slowly, mainly due to
`	 `
^ the constraint effect, up to ^/UTS equals approximately 0.5, where splits re-
_t^
lieve the restriction on the growth. xhe fast growth domain lasts until, a
'' ^ /UTS value of approximately 0.63, This roughly cazresponds to the instant
^F, when the delamination assumes a full circular shape. ^leyond th^:s point, the
-b
Fi^r	 1 s.-growth rate decreases again,
	
'" g. l9, the delaminaton length: at the. ^"	 `-
-17-
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.^
^}
:^ _
time of fracture may be picked as approximately 0, 90L+?. Since "the crossover ^	 ''
w
`''	 points of the.+15 and -15 fibers above: and below the crack at ..center line of
the specimen. may be calculated as approximately 1.24W when 2cJW 	 0.333, thin
indicates that the delamination does not expand. beyond the peaks of the triangles.. F
^f
k	
^
Returning to'Fg. 17,.another form of delamination exists between
the first and second. plies. The splits formed in the second layer subject the
first layer above these sp]itsto kinking or shearing type of loading. This
is induced by the unloading of the mid-strips which are partially freed . by
the central delamination. This r?sults 	 in additional splits parallel to the
..fibers of; the first: ply
	
in the neighborhood	 of the . crack tips . De],aminaton '^
regions between the first and second plies instantly follow in-between these ^,
splits, as shown in Figs.. 17 (a) and (c). Note also from the photograph and
schematic, the short splits within the second layer which are lined up along
` the splits formed in the first layer. Immediately prior to fracture, one-or
!	 both of - the splits in the first. layer bordering the delaminations below that
Sayer suddenly ,propagated close to the edge of the . specimen•	 At this point
a
the mid-strips were lifted up, distorting the whole . specimen,. `'
,,	 Damage extension, in ±45°- specimens was not-measured _quantitatively
for. this group of laminates. _The only significant damage prior to fracture
was
	
ntraply splits in all plies,parallel to the fibers, with little inter-
ply delamination observed.
+	
-l8-
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Graphite/Epoxy Laminates
Fracture nests.performed.to
 date on alimitednumberof graphite/
	 '
s
epoxy specimens indicate, that laminates containing partial through-thickness
cracks are notch insensitive for +15/-15/-15/+15 
. (Fig, 20 (b}) and +45/-45/
-45/+45 {Fig. 20 (c)
	 configurations, similar. to glass/epoxy in Figure 9.
A relatively greater note« sensitivity'is evident for the 90/0/0/90 con-
	 ''
:figuration in Figure 20 (a),
	
i -
Damage in the 90/0/0/R0 laminates was not as massive. as for
glass./epoxy of the same ply .sequence. .(given in Figure 11). However,
	 ^	 ^`
the characteristics, e.g.-,..central delamination between. the second ar^d
third	 plies	 . followed by .vertical . splits. within the second
	 ply•at
the main crick tips, followed by triangular delamination behind the
tips but' this time in between, the first and second plies, etc. •--- were
identical for-both materials. The origin of the-increased notch sensitivity in
	 ''
the case of 0/90 laminates as compared with glass./epoxy is apparently directly.
related to the..decreased stable damage extent at .fracture. This was most evident
a	 in the case 2c=W, where the graphite. epoxy specimens failed after an average
.delamination .growth,.. Q/W, of .23 rather than propagating the delamination
all the way to the grips. .Figure 21 shows-the left halfonly of a pre-
loaded specimen which was later dyed, wet-sanded and polished down to
:^
e2ifferent depths. The vertical .
 split is clearly shown to limit the
.
main crack extension and sidewise expansion of`the delamination under-
i
^	 Heath, The polishing technique was not successfu
	 in revealing the de-
laminations situated 'at the crack tips in between the first and second
plies ^ probably because
	 he zones are so tiny .and it is very difficult
	 '^
1to stop polishing at the precise moment w^ ►^:n the •ones juat appear but
a`e not yet removed. These d el;^inatons were observed on'cross-sections only.:.:.
_<	
-19-
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The only damage growth data obtained for 90/0/0/90 graphite/epoxy '
^,
.:	 was. the relation, ^/W vs. o'/UTS	 which is plotted to log scales in Fig. 22.
^:
The slope is Fig.-22 is approximately-6.2 at high stress levels. The slope T:
wasn't estimated ,at low stress levels because of the .lack of data.. :, bizt it t	 i
is evidently smaller than at high stress levels unlike glass/epoxy (Fig. l5). '
^
^.
,.
r.
Although F'g. 20 ('b).indicates .
 that .the +15/-1^/-l.5/+15 Lami-
i	 pates are notch insensitive, the final fracture came catastrophically.
,.
,'
The appearance of the fracture paths is shown in Fig. '23 for laminates
containing two types of initial cracks -surface and embedded,. For the
i
specimens containing surface cracks, tl^e fracture paths ciid not pouch `'
tine initial crae^Cs, indicating a very high ,degree of notch insensitivity. x
This was true of 45/-45/
-45/45
 laminates as well.
x
` j
^
^i.
r
^	 Two series of photographs are given in Figs. 24 (a) and {b), which
I.
were taken at different depths througrr the +^.5/-15 ./-151`+15 specimens cr^n-
L
taming surface cracks, (the specimens were cut in half .
 lengthwise along
tY
^
4	
_
A
the center line after preloading). At the lower load (Fig. 24 (a) ), 'the ,
damage .
 is restricted to the crack-tips and the interfaces which separate
the pre-cut plies:...from the remainder
	 The third and fourth plies
^
-
,;	 _	 ^	 are: unscathed.	 The vertical cross-section in this case is shown in Fig. 25.
^
r
'#
When higher loads are applied, the previously intact layers-are damaged
' i	 by 'splits throughout the central region (Fig.24 (b)).The growth rate j
of the central delamination is compared with that for glass/epoxy of the
same geometry`in Figs. 18 and l9. Three aspects are noteworthy from these
^	 Fi ores; ("^ ..the delamination farg	 )	 graphite/epoxy is as `extensive 'as for
the glass, (2) when the"applied stresses are normalized by the respect-
ive UTS; the-data points almost superimpose, and (3) there.-are three
regions differing in growth rate in Fig:. 19 as was discussed. for ,glass/ '
!
epoxy,
-20-
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T.be..central delamnation of +15/-15/-15/+15 .laminates containing
.^	 ebedded cracks developed at two interfaces within .a .specimen -between the ';
i.	 first and second plies and. between the third and last plies. Fig . . 26 shows
w
''
the damage appearance in different layers.. There appear to be short splits
'^
within .the _two.-outermost plies along the line of the embedded crack. The
second and .third plies, whch..canact together as a unit (they have the:
I	 r
^f 	
^	 same orientation), possess just one common split at the tip, apparently
i
`
with no other damage. The central delaminations in these-plies .are sma1L
;,
I	 Even at final .fracture, :the splits developedwithin the two mid-plies do not
f	 i
i	 seem. to play a role at the delamination boundaries. The delaminaton lengths
^
,,^
,^
plotted in Fig. 22 are an order of magnitude smaller than the correspoi7ding
!	 ^	 lengths for the surface cracks shown. in Fig. 19. Despite this localization
^
':
of damage,. the laminates containing embedded cracks were still notch- '
^	 insensitive.i
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.MULTI-PLY LAMINATES
^.
Introduction ^'*	 ^,
i	
,,
I'
I
J The approach taken in this portion of the study. is similar
^< to that with four-ply laminates. Experimental .observations made on- ;:
is
several different ply sequences are described and quantitative re-
sups .are .presented for damage. development ,and growth. Emphasis is ^	 "
^:
i
on laminates with mare layers than in the previous chapter,.in some
^.
' cases with matching cracks on each .surface..
^
s
IE
{ ^'
I Damage. in multi-ply .composites is more complicated than in
^	 ,.
^`
^:I
four-layered composites, in part because there exist more layers and inter-
r.i
I faces. As a result, there are additional damage characteristics not y
recognized in thin composites, and data reduction is often difficult
e
^, due to increased scatter. _'
,^
j
^..	 ^, r^
Ths..section is concerned entirely with surface crack phenomena.•
'
,
Embedded cracks are not specifically .discussed.. Tdhile the investigation
y
^_ 	 R
is limited to E-glass/epoxy (both Type 1002 and. 1003), new variables such
.^
,. as crack depth and specimen. width are. introduced.
I
^3
•ii
Notch Sensitivity
^:M
I
;:	 _,
^s
Figures 27 and `28 gwe fracture test results for 9
.0/0 laminates
z.:
'
containing five layer deep surface cracks on one surface only and on both `'
,-
surfaces, .respectively. The specimen width,,when varied from one to two
x
inches, did. not affect .the nomina
	 fracturestress as _long 'as the normalized
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initial crack length, 2c/W, was kept the same. The notch insensitive '
lines were obtained using the definition given in Equation (3),
but the Anet and Agross were replaced by the respective .crass-sectional
g areas of tYe D° layers only because the load carrying capacity of the
^.
90° layers is expected to be insignificant: The approximate notch in-
sensitivity revealed in both figures is, as in the four-layer laminates,
'^- a phenomenon not probable in . the respective through-thickness. crack. cases, '.
-tahere the fracture stress is still governed by a brittle :fracture criterion
[3]. Consistent with the notch.: insensitivity, the crack. tip damage was
large enough to be comparable in size to t^^e specimen wdfih_, The actual'
damage zone geometera.es and the .meaning of th^z second. peak stress lines
shown in the figures will be discussed in the following sections..
Figure 29 compare	 the tendency for notch sensitivity among specimens
^, having various crack depths. The fracture stress deviates considerably.
downward fror;;.the notch insensitive line only when the crack^is.seven layers
deep on both surfaces of a specimen, leaving . only . one uncut O p layer.
Y.
^
^:
^
^ Figures 30 and 31`show results for 160/0 laminates containing
,
E
t
:.four and five layer deep surface cracks, respecitvely, on cane side of ^
;^
.
the: specimen. As in the case of the 90° 	 plies,	 the notch insensitive
^^.
prediction lines are drawn without considering the contribution of
^
the .+60° or -60°	 plies.	 For the material considered here, the trans-
.	 ( verse ply strength is su 1ow that it makes only a few percent diffex-
^;	 ^
i
ence at most in calculating the notch insensitive stress. The fracture ^`'
'i stresses. in Fig. 30 deviate somewhat from the: notch insensitive line,Tal7ile
Fig.3l shows considerably more downward deviation. The immediate depar*-
^;
^ ure of the data from the notch insensitive line in the latter figure, a1-
:.
^'
though not so severe,resembles the behavior of a specimen with a through-
--^ -
-	
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thickness crack.. Considering that not just one., but two ineffective layers
(:60°) are. separating the assembly o^ pre-cut layers. from the counterpart of.
.exactly the same configuration, it .may be that the .results in Fig. 31
area ccmbinatian of thepre-cut assembly behaving ^n a brittle fashion,
like a specimen with ^3 through-thickness crack, while the remaining porton-
v
behaves Tike an un.notched specimen. The data in Figs. 30 and 31 fall bet-
	
-	 ween the NI prediction and a prediction based on the UTS of the uncracked
plies only (the second peak stress),
Presented in Figs. 32 and 33'are the fracture test results for ±45
laminates with:surface cracks on one . and both surfaces, respectively. The
.behavior in each case is clearly notch-insensitive, as is by now anticipated
for ± 45 ° laminats . 	 ,
Damage Formation and Growth
;,
As in thefour-layered composites, the first form of damage in
	
^	 3
multi-layered composites for all ply configurations was tha deTamination	 t
initiated at the center-of the root of the surface crack, which then
expanded at the interface 'separating the last pre-cut layer and the
^	 adjacent un-cut layer. This separation is designated `as the central.'
delamnation. The delamination was then followed by :split formation at
the crack tips accompanied by delaminations at the other interfaces; 	 ''
i
^	 ,,	 ^.,
Figure 34 (a) is a schematic-of the central delamnation and-0°splits-
for 90/0 laminates at low load: As the Toad is increased (Fig.34(b)), the crack
tip damage becomes severe and complicated. Figures 35 (a) and (b) present
	
i	 two sets of photographs shot+ring damage throughout the thickness of specimens
i
	
I	 ^^^
^^	 ..
^^7'F Sbl./.V ^..J V#.P? v
' .^..1. III. ^.f.0 1-ay..,
yak ,w_".; ^,L^(.`-r^.^ ^t^ ^{.^^^t
__
which were'preloaded to 68 and 79% of the UTS, respectively. The 1-2-
interface,. the interface between first and second P lus of the first
r,
set. shows two relatively sma:L1 dark areas. representing delaminatons'
I x
	 at the crack tips. Hidden below the stain arP vertical splits as shown.
^._
in 2 (the second ply )• T'tias was obtained by removing the surface stain
with slight polishing. The polished surface of the third ply (designated
by 3) shows 90° . splits within the ply, but the vertical ez;fient of the
splits is^ zot clear .from the photograph. Note from both sets of photo-
,,
^.	 graphs that .the horizon al extent of delamnaton. at interfaces (1-2),
^_.'^	 (2-3), and ( 3-4) and of . splits within .
 ply	 (2) are similar. The vertical
extent is also similar between the delaminations at (1-2) and (2-3), but
much more. elongated for ( 3 -4), These are illustrated schematically in
:,
^i	 Fig. 34 {b). Also shown in the figure	 s'the horizontal extent of the
I^	 remainder of the damage; e.g. splits within-.ply	 (4) ` and delaminations ^`
at interfaces (4-5) and-(5-6) which progress together, lagging behind
the other regions. This was . observed . for all load levels,. as shown ':
clearly in Fig. 36. Here., thefarthest splits from the initial crack tiFs
1:
'
within the fourth layers coincide with'. the delamnations underneath.
Another . significant phenomenon illustrated in the t .igure is that the ^°
fibers within the distance between the original crack, tips and the last
sp its. are actually being broken, which was not observed in four.-layer
laminates. ®lthough the	 Alit lengths in the .fourth	 ply	 (as well as in ^^
the: second ply)
	
vary irregularly, the first splits right at the initial
crack tips are invariab y long. Figure 3^+ (c) shows cross-sectional micro-
graphs depicting the splits 	 in the plies,	 although it is difficu],t to see
all of the damage. without adjusting the microscope focus. ^,
^:
„.
,.
^;x.
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In contrast to the. irre ular variation of the split lengths, theg	 ^`
^;
delaminations spreading within Che regions bordered bythe e splits {e.g.	 ''
interface 3=4).take on a definite shape. when fully developed. Note the
..similarity: in shape between that shown in Fig.. 37 and interface {3-4)	 k
in Fig.. 3S , The large extent of the delaminations and spits, having
dimensions on the order of the specimen width, apparently rendered the
_'	 90/0 laminates notch insensitive-as shown. earlier. in Fa.g. 26.
Figures 38 and 39 compare the characteristics of damage in X66/0
s
laminates containing four and five .plies deep 	 urface cracks, respective- ^	 ':
ly.. For cases with_the crack four plies 	 deep. (including only one 0°
layer), the damage grew relatively unrestrained.,-The central delamina- '
Lion {4-5) expanded.f	maintaining an approximately circular. shape.,... and the.: '
horizontal propagation .fronts of the other damage originating at the cracic tips ^
spread simulatneously. Although'. the splits parallel to fibers in each ply were
also observed in the remaining layers..pre^iiously uncut, actual fiber break--
age. was limited to the second ply, and occurl'ed near the original crack.
.^
3
tl^S.
For ±60/0 laminates. with five plies deep surface cracks,: the
fifth..	 ply	 {0°) p ayed a major role	 ,n keeping, the damage small-compared
with the above.	 P7•y {S) in Fig. 39 shows- no damage except °the two 	 plits,
`	 one at each tip, which block the . extension of the precut crack in this.
ply.;Since the fibers in the 	 ply cons rain damage in the other plies,
their damage; regions were consequently smaller than before,-due to the.
avoidance of fiber failure in this. case. However, inthe second ply {a7.so
,.
6°), three	 plies away-from ply	 `'{5), the main crack contiiZUOUSIy
-2fa-
^'	 ^ `fir	 i	 .ary®^ mm ....».e 	 ^,.n ..-._	 ^-. s 4:•
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extended by the breaking of fibers within the..^ily• Anew develop-
ment-not seen. previously in any 'eof the' configurations was the presence
of two central delaminations -one at the. usual interface demarcating
the precut and uncut ^Sles , and the other at interface 7-8 within
the uncut plies . as shown in Fig. 39• A schematic showing the cross-section
of the specimen is given i^n Fig. 4Q (a), while the micrographs taken at 	 ,r
,Section B-B are shown` iri Figs^ 40 (b) and {c) in order to emphasize the 	 ''
xole of the two aforementioned splits at the tI-ps ;n the fifth plies.
^°
The results for the ,45 laminates are given in Fig. 41.. Th^ase photo-
graphs indicate that the damage in the precut plies is localized around
the crack tips, while extensive delaminaton and splitting is present in
he uncut layers ir_ the entire region between the crack tips.. This is an`
unusual exaii^r?.e of the most. severe damage occurxing'in the uncut plies.
Residual Strength After Precut Ply Failure
The load -extension curves recorded on the Instron chart duxng
^ ^	 fracture tests exhibited two distinct peaks as 'shown schematically in Fig.^+2
I	 This phenomenon was absent in ±45 laminates.; but itwas dominant_n the other con-
1figurations., espec ally when the surface crack lengths .were long. The first
peak was associated with unstable fracture of some of 'the precut plies and
the second peak was the load at final fracture of the residual cross-s^.-fion,
As will be discussed later,the first peak was not necessarily higher than the second..
,,
In connection with the 90/0 laminates, it was-stated earlier that
`.	
.. 	
.1
the mart crack extension associated with fiber failure propagated fufther
k
%__	 ^
``	 i:n the second ply than in the fourth (Fig. 34 (b)). The first peak load
-27-::	 K	
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occured when the crack in the second ply suddenly extended to completely.
fail the ply all. the way to the edge of the specimen. The load suddenly ^^
dropped because the compliance of the specimen was increased while the
displacement was maintained. Figure 43 (a} shows schematically the re-
sidual net-se^_• tion sfter the first .peak,: indicating that the ou er three 3
,^,
plies are completely broken. The remainder of the fourth and twelfth plies a
is still intact and continue to act tegether with the inter (uncracked)
layers. After the first peak, the load rises agian steadily as the dis-
placement: is increa ed, up to the second. peak. The fourth'ply^which had
been fracturing more slowly than the second before the first peak, does
not break further in this 	 hterval, so that the net section shown in Fi:g.
43 (a) is maintained betweenthe peaks. The variation of'the ligament
width in the fourth ply relative to initial crack length, was r,'.ot studied
^^
in detail beyond the first load peak. ;'
^'	 Figures 44 and 45 give the experimental results of the residual.'
,a
strength for 90/0 laminates containing surface cracks on one and both
sides, respectively. The significant- scatter of the data necessitated a-
large number of tests. in order to confirmthe general trends. The secondi ;. ;
'	 peak stresses were mostly unrecognizable . from the Instron chart when the !'
j,
initial crack size, 2c/W ^Tas small. This is apparently because the first
I^
.	
peak stresses are so high that 'dynamic effects resulting from the:.initial
^^
breaks lead
	
to total specimen failure. As the initial crack size, 2co/W
approaches. 1.0, the firs: peak stress . decreases and the second peak stress
approaches the value of the notch insensitive stress at 2co/W = 1.0_. The
trend lines in digs. 44 and 45 were drawn such that-they .not only hit thee'
^	 ^	 NI strews at 2co/W = 1.0, but also ,passed through the averages of the ^	 "
,;
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data as closely as possible, The lines so obtained were redrawn in Figs:
27 and 28.-The lanes, however,, played only a minor role in the figure be-
rt
cause the 90/0 laminates were approximately notch insenstitave and the
y	 notch insensitive predictions were a close approximation cif the fracture
stresses-for almost all crack . Lengths.
For ±60/^ laminates with four ply deep surface cracks, the.J
_damage in the precracked plies (including fiber breaks in the -0° ply)
was shown: to expand relatively rapidly toward. the free .edges of a specimen
(Fig. 38). The first peak occurred.. upon complete separation of the precut
..plies along the ,plane of the main crack. Complete separation .was achieved
	 4
regardless of the. initial crack length because: (1) the ±g0° plies backing up
the second {p°) ply weren't strong 'enough to effectively constrain the
latter without being split, and (2^)^thetwo consecutive --60° layers (e.g. ,
.third. and fourth) virtually isolated the. second ply (G°^ .from the.
..	 main body. Therefore, the net sections prior to the total fracture assume
an identical shape independent of the initial .crack tength,as shown schematically
	 ,
3
'^	 2.^ ^rig, 43 (b), The. prediction made of the residual section strength under the
	 {
assumption that the. net
 section would fracture at its UTS was a slight
overestimation as shown in Fig. 46, When the avezage line (instead of the
predic ion} .obtained-from Fig. 46
	 is incorporated into the fracture test 	 ^.
results (Fig. 30), one notes that the residual strength l^.ne is an approximate
o
limit load for large crack lengths, while the notch insensa. ive prediction-
is appropriate for small ones.: For intermediate, crack lengths, they serve
	 °'.
as a lower and upper bounds, respectively.
,^
.^
^. ,^
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Finally, for '160/0 laminates with five ply deep surface
.cracks, the...residualnet section is as shown schematically in Fig. 43 (c}.
The fifth ply-(0°) that was precut. did note fracture. at all at the. tips,	 '
which can be seen. from Figs. 39 and 40, The residual strength prediction
based on the .same. assumption as before was also an overestimation ^as 'j
sh^^an in Fig. 47 . 'Referring to Fig.. 40, the second peak stress line is ,
',	 seen to closely approximate the actual fracture stresses even when 	 he
initial crack. lengths are. very large.
-	 For -145 - laminates., the second load`peak phenomenon was nonexistent..
This can be attributed. to the fact that-the central..regions of the . plies:
y
'
previously uncut are not immune .from damage (Fig. 41 (a)),
Damage Extension in 90:/0 Lam^.nates
:: {
_
;^
'.The rate of extension of damage has been .determined only for the
'	 90`/0 laminates in this group,. and is given for various crack leng 'tbs and
^"
^, 	 locations in Figures 48-51. Data i;n these figuresarP given for both types
;L	 .y
<,^
1002, and 1003.Scotchply; The major difference . in mechanical properties p:
between the two materials in the 90/0 configuration is that the 3003
has a	 UTS	 approximately 27% higher than 1002: 70 ks
	 (483MN/m2) vs. SS
ks	 (379 MN/cn 2 ) • `,
Figure 48 gives the central delamination length as a function of
,applied stress. These .results are similar to those found for 90/0/0/90
laminates in Figure 15, with-very sim-i.lar growth rates at the same values
of 2c/W'. The data for Type 1002%
 in Fig,; 43 (b) fit in well .with the da-^a ^^rz 1003.
{	 -3 0-
	
^,EP^Q^'^CI6ILI.TY UI' tl;^t ^' -
.^	 ..^. ^- w- ^^
^m^
	
_ ;
when normalized by the UTS. As in
	 Fgure^l5,:thedata appear ^o show
-
a shift in this case when the fibers .begin: to break in the precutplYes
4
^'
!	 (DC=O+); more detailed data at lower'stress-levels might also show a
shift when the splits in the. 0° plies .initiate. Tt is of interest That
F
;-	 -	 the growth rates at higher stress levels are similar to those of the four
1
ply laminates despite. the additional factor of fiber, failure (Dc) in the
>;
,,
present case.
r,
..Figure 49 indicates the relafonshipbetween the central delamination t
length and the amount of crack extension, ^G, in the fourth, 0° ply, ^ahich-
results from .fiber fracture. The figures clear^y'ind Cate that the initiation
^,	 of Oc will not take place until the .delamination has grown significantly.
Also shown in the figures are least-square fit curves which approximate e
each set of,data, 	 hrough a second degree polynomial represented by;
^	 '	 ."'.
^^
,,
F=:g.49 (b) : y	 = 0.30 + 39.1x - 298x`
`(c) :^ y	 = 0.61 + 42,7x - 412x2...: =	
-3
(d): y	 = 0.735 + 34. 4x
 - 288x2
(e):	 =	 0.39 + 18.1x - 78.2x2_y :,
^	 where x = Dc /W and y = ^./W. ^	 a
The values of k /W at which the intitiation of De takes place can be de- ri	 ^^^
1
termined from the-above equations at x=0. The results are summarized
^	 in Table 3. The last column in the Table suggests that the aspect ratio
of the central delamination, Q/2co, at `the initiation of ^c may be un-
?.
form for a given material, regardless `of the initial crack length. Taking
-^
the averages, ,
,^
:,
r
,.
i	 ^ ;.^ '
^-	 i =	 e;^	
a
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I
Average of k/2co N 1.20 for Type 1003
_
!
L1c	 0+.
^
1.04, for Type 1002.
i
';
^	 This means that . the delamination at the initiation of ^c must have grown xri
to a full circular shape for 1002 Scotchply and a slightly more elongated ^,'
^s
shape .for 1003 Scotchply which is stronger.
<_
— is
Figure 50 shows the rate of the track tip. delamination r,,rowtb. at
..
:3
.
I.
^	
.:
et.:
the interface between third and fourth plies. AJ_though a great deal '^"
^:
of scatter is evident, the data for	 R,V and	 k	 roughly follows
a
h ^:
linear relationshpindicated by the straight line drawn in the figure
with the slove of 1.0. If so, the aspect ratio of the delamination, Qv/^.^ ±,	 _
r	
a
would be constant - of approximately 5.0 throughou	 the applied stress
'+'^
;	 range.`
-^
:^
-Figure 51 dives approximate inter-relationships,. among k/[+T, and ^c/W,:
Qv/W,- and Qh/W for 1002 Scotchply;. It is suggested that the results be
a
treated as only qualitative. The figure shows that do/W increases more
w
rapidly than kh/W, but the former will ` not overtake the latter before the
first peak load which occurs when the k h/W . becomes 0.3.1; that is, when the
delamination-reaches the free edges of a specimen. Thus the ligaments_in
r	 ,,
intact as shown in Fi 	 43the fourth	 ply	 *^i11 be left still partially 	 g.
(a) until the final fracture of the residual cross-section.
',
,z
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APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS FOR LARGE DAMAGE.. ZONES ^`
,^
Introduction ,;
The prevalent notch-insensitive condtians 'at fa^aure fo.r part-
Tally through-thickness cracks suggest that the stress: fields associated ^''
with extensive delamination growth. are relatvely,unform, and without
major stress concentrations around the cracks and damaged regions. This
condition approaches that assumed in the estimation of the critical stress
for the unbinding of rocket .motor. casings discussed in _the first section
of this report. The present section describes an attempt to predict the
growth x`ate of large damage zones-by a similar simplified analysis based
upon an energy balance at the border of the propagating .damage for the, i^
relatively simple .damage observed in 90/0/0/90 laminates. Prior to that
'	 ..
`.	 ,
,^
^	 I
fit:..
derivation, the simpler case of a'surface crack in a unidi^rectio^xal
y.
,^	
laminate is considered. The results obtained are extended to crossplied
r	 ,,
laminates with a surfacecrack completely across the width of the speemen.
,. F
It is essential to keep inxnind that these approximate derivations
i	 are .relevant .only to canes of uery large damage zones, where the 	 tresses
!	 are nearly uniformly distributed.-The critical early development and
^	 growt`n of damage is impossible to treat in this fashion and a complete ,^,^^„
^	 three-dimensional analysis is necessary in this mare complex case. It may
` beprove to	 convenient if large dama^,e regions can be treated in an approx-'
i	 imate manner,-since a precise analysis of such geometries would be-difficult.. ;
I
^.
a
a
^ -'3
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Unidirectional Laminates
g.	 is subdivided	 t
	
Consider he model shown in Fi 52. The model
	 •
I'•	
^	 ^	
4
into three domains, A,B,C, for convenience. t^ssume the strips.0 are
	 c
_;
G
stress free and the domains A and B retainuniform stresses within. each
r	 ,
>	
_,
-	 ^	 "-
domain. Then....the stresses in A-and B at apFlied stress o are
r
6A - 6
^, 	 -
^	
_
tW - 2et1
	^1^ 2c
	 1 ^	 ^
W t x
^i
The elastic stored energy,
	 a
I	
-,
y
^^^.	 ^	
(	 "i
E	
UA =	 csA d^A dv = 62	 tW(L- Q)
2Eo
^	 '	 ^
X73
uB = ^ ^Z) [	 tW	 ^ ^
2Eo (1- 2c tl)
^^
W t
:9
'^
..j
-a
.^i	 where -ti: is the vo; `,ume, and E is -the elastic modulus in the loadingo
,^
^	 direction. The total energy,:..0 is
i
i
^	 2c	 t1
^	 U = UA + UB = 62 tW ^L +	 W	 t k)	 ^8)
2Eo	 1- 2c tl
W- t
a
,^
^	 -	
^z
7y1
s	
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As it should., the L term representing a uniformly stressed body of un.-
cracked specimen increases without bound as L }°°. So the energy
difference between the cracked and uncracked body,
..	 DU	
62 	 2ct1Q
(9)
2Ea	
(1-
. 2c	 tl )
,W	 t
°,
'+
^^
..
3
^,	 ^^
,^
',
f,	 The... area created...during delamination, r
_	 k
Hence
s'	
,a
:.
}'
^U	
2ct1	 ^:2 1
G = — _
	 (2c+2t)
	
2E
1
_t
(11)
^:
A	 0 (l_ We ^tl
`
H^
;;
a
^
When 2c/W->0, t -^ t l and Eq. (11) reduces to Eq. (1), the-unwinding problem.
,t
^:^
If 2c/W = 1, Eq. (10) must be revised to include only the, 2c term, and the
subsequent equation for G 	 is
t 62
l	 1 Zc/W = 1 (12)
G	
2Eo 	(1 - t l /t )
^.
r
Although the uniform stress assumptions are more .tenuous, Equation;
(12) - may be applied to composites of . different orientations when Eo"is
>.v
1
rep laced by E c , i^^herQ FC is the comnnsite morlul.^is in the	 oadin? ^3rection.
"`	 Letting t 1= t/2 sulaable-to the four ply specimens in this study, Eq..(12)
becomes p
3	
z
`:
s
1
_^,,,	 .^.
n,
_.....
r	 it	 '.	 -
;`	 f.	 ',
^	 ;
2
._
w
G -
	 2F	 ^'^ 
2c/
^ - l ' tl - t/2	 (13)
I 4{
.
In the case of a 90/0/0/90 laminate, the contribution of the
Y
two outer plies	 to the strain energy is negligible, especially when
the load. is high enough: to produce .. splits: throughout the	 pecmen faces
r
within. the 90° layers. The G suitable to the situation . can be derived
similarly,
`	 G - tQ2	(14)
E
L
t
,:
where EL is the elastic. modulus along the direction of fibers in a uni-
directional ply, and 6 is the applied stress based on the total cross-
sec Tonal area,	 u	 P/tW.
=1
Referr3.ng to Table 4 for EL and Fig. 54 	 for 6 at spontaneous
r^eiamix^aton expansion, the G 	 for the 90/0/0/90, 1003 glass/epoxy isi	
e
(0.032)	 (29,? x 103)2
'	 G^, =
	
_' 4.28 1bs /in.	 (15)6
This compares favorably with'a value o£ ^ determined by interlamnar cleav-'
age	 [7 ]	 of ^. ].8 lbs. /in:.	 (732 N/M) for Type 1002 Scotchply.
-^^
i
^.	 90/0./0/90 Glass/Epoxy Laminate with Surface Crack
Before initiating the derivation, it is helpful to list some of 	 he ex-
i
j	 perimental observations relevant to the problem.
^	 '.
M.
uy^^Lr ^^ ^^^ a
.,..^
n1. The .vertical splits,. at the surface crack tips in the
.-
°:
.	
a
'. ! second ply, act as vertical boundaries of the delamination
underneath .(Fig..	 13).
a
'	 2, The	 n^^aial surface crack does.. not extend,-so there .are
,r
no, reQ_i.ons of broken fibers in the second ply (Fig. 12 and
,,
`
J
13) . In tact., there are. no regions of broken fibers in the t ;;
entire specimen until. the final fracture.
3
'.
3. The propagating fronts of the central delamination are .arc-
shaped, but far . from beingsem-circular (Fig. 12).
-;
4. The triangular delaminatons occurring at the '.interface between
the frstandsecond _ply
	
are well contained within the bound- r`'
daries composed of :the. side Qs andheight. a (Figs. 12 and 13).
-^
a
5. The ratio, vertical . split `length to transverse . sp^:it length(Q S /2) /a^8.00
6. The segments within. the. first ply, over the triangular. Bela-
minations t act as ligaments connecting tongue-shaped central
strips to the main body (Figs, 10 and 12).
:,
7. The material is notch insensitive (Fig. 9 (a)).
8. The central delamination--length, Q-and vertical split length,
Qs ^are related by a simple equation (Eq.	 (4)) s Q/W = .40`(2c/W) '.
'. -
,..	 'h.
. 1
s
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Taking advantage of these empirical observations, the system.
	 ^-
is converted to a simplified model shown in Figs.. 53 (a) and (b), and
through incorporation. of the model, thefollwoing assumptions are made:
	 '
1.. The 90° plies make negligible contribution to total .elastic
	 '
,!
energy, except ..the. portions above . the triangular delaminations
where the segments are shear loaded by a constant stress, q o
2. There are no stress concentrations in the body. so that when...
	 `,
the model is subdivided. into Regions l to 6, the tensile stress
in each region, Q. = cs. (y only).	 M1
J	 J
3'. The central delamination fronts are-box-shaped..
4. In Region 4, the`tensile.... stress changes linearly in the domain
5. The'Region `6 is exactly triangular so that the boundaries are
traight lines. -
	
`:
6. qo= const.
7. There exists a material property., G^,which'is.:defined as he
critical strain energy release rate for delamination.
8. The G^'s associated with creation of the central and the trian-
	 ^`
gular delamination are identical.
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Details on .the derivation of an equation relating Q/W to 6
,5
are presented in Appendix A using the above assumptions. and empirical
^,	 c::^mage geometry. Rewriting tree result,. -^'
2
q o	 Y2 _ (2c){(.97'6- .06 go)go + 1 (1 _ 1 2c^4
W	 4	 2 W
r
LT
+ (Wc) 2 { .13 (8 c5 - qo ) o' - 1.92
where. S = GcEL/t	 (A17)
^`.
and
_	 EL/ ALT M
8'0 from Table. 4',	 t = .032 in. from Table. 1.
In applying.. the equation, it is necessary	 o keep the units consistent.
The units of 6 and qo must-be the same.,. 	 and. the units of S.must be the
square of these.. To determine the constants S and qo, actual .experiment- ,'
al values chosen .randomly from. Fig. 10 (b) are substituted into Eq. A 16 y^
°3
as follows:
2c W	 Q/UT5	 6	 Q/w	 Y
/
,25
	 .57	 51.3..	 .52	 .43
.25	 71	 63.9	 1:10	 1.Q1
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s
!	 Solving the resulting equations simultaneously, '
S _ 987.5 (ksi) 2 .(46,.946 TN2/m )	 (16)
i
q	 = 6.24 ksi	 (43.,KN/m2)0
r
The values so determined are used. without any'modificaton to predict -^
damage growth for other crack lengths. From Eq.. 16 and (A16),
.9.77 ,Y2 - . We {-.6.12 cs	 - 2.34 + 237..0(1- 2 w^") } Y
[462] ,—	 [42]	 [lllJ	 [45,100]
r
+(Wc) 2 { (.96 6 -	 . 72) 6 - 1856{1 - 2
	
Wc) }	 = 0	 (17)
_:
[;96] .
	[5.2]
	 [88,300]
where the top numbers are ks	 based and the: bottom numbers in brackets are
in SI units as in' Eq.	 (16) .
..... 7
The curves predicted by Eq. (17) are drawn in Fig, 	 54, ^.
which agree fairly well with experimental results in the intermediate,: 5
range of stresses for' all values of 2c/W.
The physical significance . of the Scan be `realized. if Eq. 	 (14) -
is rewritten at the critical state of spontaneous delamination,
t62
Gc =	 E cr	 X18)
L
^	 Comparing Eq.(1 8)with Eq.	 (A17), one notes
_:.
4
:.
'-40-
. _._	 !^
„e
.. ^...
As discussed earlier, the value of
	
^cr picked from Fig. 54	 at cons-
b	 taut load'delamin.aton growth 	 is approximately 29.7 ksi. (205 KN/m2).
On the other. hai^.d, the value of ^ calculated from Eq. (16) is 31.4 ksi
x
',	 (217 KN/m om ).	 Thi,; suggests that the value of ^ cr obtained for the
x
,:
best. curve fit is' close to the actual 
^cr within an acceptable. margin ^	 r'
t
of error.
',.
The .value of qo is more difficult to check independently, as is the
assumption that it is constant. The stress-strain curve fora 90° ply
in shear is-highly nonlinear, but a value of 6.24 ksi (43.KN/m2) appears
to be in a reasonablerange [8],
The analysis given in this section can, in theory, be extended to
other ply configurations and materials if the general shape of the damage
is known empirically..: It has no±. been applied to graphite/epoxy of the.
}
90/0/0/90 configuration because the extent of damage was too limited at
.fracture,. and some notch-sensitivity was evident. Although the analysis
61	
...
worked as well as could be 'expected considering the degree-of approximation,
_
the empirical input necessary :reduces its usefulness relative to a_method
,
:which would predict both the geometry; and rate of growth of the damage.-
,,
^^
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wining partially through-tliickness{surface.) cracks has been.. studied.. The e
work was divided between four-ply thick glass and graphite/epoxy .laminates.
in the configurations 90/0/0/90, 15/-15/-15/-15, and 45/-45/-45/45,. and 	 ^ ;
'multi-ply glass/epoxy. laminates of the configurations 0/90, ±45, and 0/±60.
The. degree of notch sensitivity and the characteristics of damage exten-
sign ha"ve been investiaged for each case, with the most detailed'.attention
given to .0/90` laminates containing surface cracks.
-Several general observations may be made about the resin s in 	 '-
addition to the deti^iled discussion. throughout the report:
1) Almost all specimens tested approached notch-insensitive con-	 ,
Y
ditons at fracture. The mgjor exceptions to this were 90/G/0/90
graphite /epoxy in .which the damage region was relatively small,
and D/±60 multiply laminates in which significant crack extension
occurred in the precut plies prior to failure. One other except-
ion .was D/90 multi-...ply . laminates in which the deep surface
cracks penetrated all but, a sngle.0° ply.
2) Initial damage almost always occurred along the interface
^^
separating the precut plies from the remainder-of the laminate,.
-The delaminaton at this interface spread along and above the crack as
the load. was increased, :and further damage initiated .parallel
to the fibers of .the precut plies. In most cases the damage,g-eometry,
once established, remained similar in shape (self s'imilar); the
-42-
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ratio of damage extent at various locations tended to re-
main constant. In most .cases, the damage which extended under
higher loads was dominated by the central delamination between
the precut plies and the remainder of the specimen, but other
important damage was evident at other . interfaces in the pre-
cut portion, particularly beyond the original. crack tiips. No
significant regions of broken fibers were present in the four-
ply laminates prior to fracture, .but significant fiber fractur-
ing occurred in the precut plies of the mu ti-ply laminates.
The only extensive damage in the uncut plies occurred with
the multi--ply ±45 laminates.
3} The rate of damage growth was sensitive to the ply configuration,
constituent materials, and specimen geometry. The rate. of ex-
tension in many cases . remained relatively constant as long as
the damage geometry . was maintained, and transitions in rate were 	 a
observed as damage initiated in different locations, Aamagewas
less extensive for graphite/epoxy than for-glass/epoxy laminates
in the 90/0/0/90 configuration, but was almost identical in ex-	 :.
tent and growth rate for the 15/-15/-15/-15 configuration. Damage 	 a
for embedded cracks in 15/-15/-15/15 graphite/epoxy was mach
more Localized than for surface cracks. 	 ^
7
4) In multi-ply laminates a pbrton of the precut plies tended to 	 9
;_ ,;.;
fail -a11 the .gay to the edges of tl-ie specimen, creating a 	 `
sudden drop. in load. As more displacement was applied., the
load again increased to a second peak, where the remainder of
t
,,
_..
^	
-...
i
'-.^^,	 °^^^c^r^n^...	 ,,._ ^. .^....,_._.... 	
.__-_	 --.	 __._
,.^..::,
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5) An approximate semi- empirical. re^.ationship was derived to
'-
predict damage extension for large damage zones in 90/0/0/90
laminates. Although the predictions were in good agreement
with measured. growth rates, .the method.. is not useful in the 	 i	 ,,
^,	 ^	 _	 ^-. _..-.^.'^.x.	
i^
_. _^.,.
	 ,-._..	 e. ... ^..q -. .
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APPENDIX A
=^	 . `.
DERIVATIbN OF AN EQUATION RELATING VERTICAL.
??^LPM^!'NATION LENGTH TO APPLIED STRESS j
The model to be ^^dlopted .for the ^;erivation is . shown in Fig. 53
`	 and .the underlying assumpt:i_ons are given previously.
._.	
_
7.	 ..
r
Let the subscript L in 
^iL and EL stand for thedrecton of fibers w
in a unidirectional ply. The stress in each region based on the cross-
;^
sectional area. which. excludes that occupied by the 9^° layers is
^1L = 2 cT^ _ 2 (P /tW) (Al)
y.
^^2L = 2 (qo 4	 y) / (2c'	 4) = qoy/c (A2) `
"s
^1L - 62L	 qo	 + 2^	
_	 _
__
^4L	 62L +	 {Q-Qs)/2 ^	 2c Qs	
^s
4
1L	 2	 s	 s
P =^ 5L 2 `FW,	 c)	 + ,64L(2c)	 4	 - 1L 2	 W
a
W 
61L	 - c	 ^ 4L ,,•
a
=
..	
o5L	 W - c (A4)
;'
Also,
P = ^	 t (W - c) +2 (q	 t y)	 c3^' (y = Q) . r (w - c) = °^	 t W
_
3L 2	 4	 3L 1L 20	 2
,,
i
•	 ^	 _	
W 1L	 qoy (A5)
'	 3 L W - c
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I
..	 Rewriting Eq.
	 (4)
Q/W = _.40 (2c/W) + .98 Qs/W (A6)
'.
.	 Considering only the upper half of the model., the elastic stored energq
r
in Region. 1 is
^.
_ _
2
61L t	 ^L	 Q.
^,	 r
Ul 	dE-	 v	
^1L
	 1L
1
dvl 2EL
_
2 W` 2 	 2' ,,
Replacing Q by 
s 
using Eq. (A6) ,
tW2	 ^	 L	 1 (.40 (2c) +
U 1	 W6 1L ^
.98 Q /W)
s	 ^
(A7) ,.
4EL 	 2W	 2
Similarly,	 (Q ,- ^s J l2
U4
+U5 	 2E	 ^^SL
	 Z (W -
L	 o
c) + 64L 4(,2c)) d^ .
iM
-
^.
y
Substituting Eq. (A4),
=	
-
4EL (1W- c/W)
	
(. 
c1L	 We ^1L 64L + W ^ 4L^ d^
o
k
Here:
€j
(Q - QS)/2
4L0	 2 _
	 1L	 2c	 s	 , 2
pp
_	 i
l 4L
q q	 2
^	
6	 s	 1L° 2c 1L	 s 2c	 s
f	
-:	 -	
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j
^,....^.,.	 ....:..,. . ^_:.: _r.	 =^ ..^ s mss,: ^	 _ ,^- ^ ^:..:^^.,a:..^,..^ ..	 ^__^._	 ...	 ._.^:,,.^..^,:..w.^., ^^,...,^-F. .,.y.,^.^- ^...^:^
j Hence,	 '
2	 t
^
U 4 + U 5
_ tW	 2	 2	 c ^	 I qo
- 
8EL(1-c/W)
	
(R -Q s
.){ ^1L (1	 3	 w)- 3 W	 61L
1	 qo	 2	
i.
s 12 cW R s }
4
^ ^
^, Eliminating Q using Eq, (4) , ^
^^
;,	 ,
^;
I
i U4 __ tW2+ U5
	
8EL
 (1-c/W)
Q s	 c	 2	 l
(-.02 .. W	 + .80 W)	 ^61L(1 - 3
2c,
W)
t
3 qo 1L
2
q	 Q
s/W +6(2c
/W) (	 W)2 ^
^	 `.
(A8)	
^+
,;
^:
In Region 3,
^,,
.;	 ;.
I ,^s/2
U3
W6	
- 4	 Y	 2o	
)	 2 (W - c)	 dY(2E	 WL	 o - c
2
12EL(1-c/W) 	{ 2
2 ,
	
^,	 Q	 2
^1L
	
(WS)	 4 Qo
	61L (	 W^
x
+ 1	 q2 ^ Qs^3 }
WS	 ° (A91
f.
Similarly,
U2
2
__	 tW	 2
96 EL (c/W)	 qo ^
Q	 3
s
4d ) (A10)	 ;_
R,S^2
U6
2
- 
2^^	 2 u ^	 4
o	 LT
2	 k	 2
a (Y) dY 
- 256 G	 qo(	 W) (All)
^:
LT
where u LT is the "hear modulus of a unidirectional ply., the- subscript T
,^
stands for transverse direction. The relation s/2/a = 8.O was used in Eq. (All).
f	
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The totalenergy in the upper - half of the model;
6
UTot .:	 iiii^_ 1
The energy difference between the: cracked and untracked body is then i
obtained by subtracting the first term in Eq. (A7),
6
^UToC.
	
E	 U1 - 8E 	6? 	L (Al2)
i	 1	 L	 1L
Aside, the delamination area
a.Q /2	 Q	 2
)	 _ W2[ W W + (W S )	 ^2 (2c) + 2C 2s	 32
k	 k	 2
WW	 W	 W	 32
.
,.aA
W2	 1	 Qg	 2c	 Qs
=
2 	 [ 8 tw)+ w^aEW)' (A13)
Therefore 6
a [ E_
	 Ul ' 8E
	
Q1L L^
a^UTot.	 L ^__	 i=1G^ -
8A	 W2	 1	 ks	 2c	 Qs
or yr
2W Q	 au	 au1	 s	 2c	 _	 1	 6
+	
....	 +
t
i	 2 [ 8	( W ) +	 ^	 Gc -W	 8( Qs/W)	 a(QS/W) (A14)
+,
^. i
^
7
^,
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Parti^,1 a^fferentiations of Eqs, (A7-All) with respect to QS/W give t
aUl
.^8 tW2	 cr2
a(QS/W) - - 8E.^	 1L
(AI5-'a)
8U2
tW2	
-Rs)2
_(A15_
_a (R5 W) q2 
(
32EL (c/W)	 o W -b)
aU3 	 ^	 tW2 	-
(Qs /W)	 8EL (1	 c/W) {6 2	 _, qo 6	
(,^'s) 
+ qo (^S)
	
2}
1L	 1L	 W	 4	 W (A15-c)
a(U4 + U5) _ _
	 tW2 2	 Qs
^	 qo (,.W)(•13 -
•02(WS)
)( RS/W)	 8E^(1-c/W) 2(2c/W)
`qo 6TL (.1^ We	 .01
Q
WS ) - .02(l - 3 Wc) ^1L^ (A15-d)
8U 6
	-	
tW2	
2
Q
s
^	 )
(A15-e}
a (Q s /W)	 ^^ L^T ' 	qo W x
^:	 ' ^
',
Subsfitutng Eqs.	 (A1);:and.(A15) into (A14) and .rearranging,
2
4° Y2 - (Wc) {(. 97 a^- .06go ) q° + 4(1 - 2 Wc),
(S - 8GL	
- Qp)} Y
LT
2
+ (2--c)	 {	 . 13 (8 ^ -W q) ^^	 -	 1.9?. (7-o - 1 2c)	 S } = 02 W (A16)
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Here the ratio EL/ LT- 8.O as given by Table 2 and 5 and Y are defined as
S = GcEL/t	 (A18)	
4
Y , Q/w - .4o(2^/w> _ . 9s ( QS /w)	 (Ai8)
....The Eq. Alb contains two kinds of parameters -one related to the crack
geometry, 2c/W ai_ .^  the ot^ier associated,wi+,.h the . material properties such
as qo , S.and EL/GAT . Another geometric parameter that seems missing in
Eq. (A16) is the one representing the thickness of the unloading mid-strips.
This is because the partcular_thickness has already been converted to the	 4
Cota^ ti^ickness , t,during the derivation.
:3
1
3
'.3
-?
I	 Y
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^-
Type of
Crack Material Configuration 2c/W
.333, 1.0Surface graphite/ 90/0:/.0/90
epoxy 15/-15/-15/15 .333
1003 ^	 90/0/0/90 ^	 .125,.25„333,..375,.5,.625,..75,1.
Scotchp y ^	 15/-15/-15/15 ^	 .333
E glass /epoxy 45/-45/-45/45 .333.
^.,..._
	
__.....^^._._..^ . _	 r
j Embedded
1
graphite/epoxy i	 15/-15/-15/15
l
-,333 tl
TABIaE 2
SPECIMEN CONEIGURATIONS.AND.SUR^ACE-CRACK
GEOMETRIES FOR. THICK LAMINATES
A. Mat%vial; Type 1Q02 and 1:003* Scotchply E-G1ass/Epoxy
7
B. Ply Sequence.	 ;^
1. 90/0/90...0/90 (15 layers)
2. +60/0/-60/-/0/+/0/-/-/0/+ (l2 layers)
3. +45/-45/+/-/+/-/+/-/-/+/-/+/-/+/-/+ (16 layers).
C. Specimen width, Wt 1, L5 and 2 in. 	 {2.5, 3.0, aiid 'S`.1 cm)
D. Surface Crack. Depth
1. 9 .0/0	 a)' Five layers deep on one surface,	 (layers-1-5 cut)
b) Five layers . deep on both surfaces, (1-5).and (1-15)
2. +60/0. a)	 (1-4)
' b)	 (1-5)
b)	 (l-5) and (1.2-16)
E. Initial Surface Crack Length;
2co /W =	 .125,	 .25,	 .375,	 .5,	 .625
`F. The averages thicknesses, t,, for the 90/0, ±60/0, and ±45 laminates
were .128,	 .102, and .136 inches (.32:5, 	 .'259, and,.345 cm) respect-
vely.
>3
,^
..	
',31
1
^^
1003 Scotchply.. was used `only for 90/0 laminates
^.
,:,
__	
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TABLE 4
UNIDIRECTIONAL PLY PROPERTIES
1
Thornel 300 Type	 1002.. *Type	 1003
Property	 ;symbols Units	 Graphite/Epoxy Glass/Epoxy Glass/Epoxy
Longitudinal EL 106psi 16,5 6.0 6.6
Modulus GN/m2 114 41. 46.
Transverse ET 106psi' 1.S 1.4 1.6
Modulus GN/m2 10.- 9.7_ 11.
Shear GLT 106psi x.75 0.80 0.83
Modulus GN/m2 5.2 5.5 5.7
a
_
Longitudinal - 103psi 200. 150.. 1^0.
+	 Tensile Strengh MN/m2 138Q, 1035. 1311.
Fiber Volume. Vf - 0:55 0.55
^a
0.60	 ?
Fraction
* The properties variousa.re representative values taken from manufacturer ` s data and
literature sources. The values for Type 1003 glass. /epoxy are estimated from experiment-
T	 al measurements and limited information available from the: manufacturer.
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FIGURE 1.
DAMAGE BONE SIZE vs. (KI )^, {90%/0/90) GRAPHITr,/EPDXY
WITH A ' THRU CRACK.
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'	 FIGURE. 2.
SUBCRACK LENGTH vs. (KI ) 2 , (15/-15%-15/15)	 _ :^
GRAPHITE/EPDXY WITH A THRU CRACK. x	 E
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FIGURE 3.
SUBCRACK 'LENGTH vs. (KI ) 2 , {45/-45/-:45/45)
GRAPHITE/E PDXY WITH A THRU CRACK.
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FIGURE 5.
SCHEMATICS OF LAYUPS AND RAZOR CUTS, PRIOR
TO MOLDING FOR SURFACE-CRACKED SPECIMEN.
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FIGURE 6.
MOLDED RADIUS OF RAZOR CUT,
90/0/0%90 GRAPHITE/EPDXY.
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FIGURE 7.
CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF 90/0, 1002 GLASS/EPDXY
IN VIRGIN STATE, ETCHED 1% HF, 6 SECONDS.
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FIGURE 8.,
'	 SCHEMATICS OF TYPICAL Dt^MAGE IN SURFACE-
CRACKED COMPOSITE SPECIMEN.
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FIGURE 10.
	
SCHEMATICS OF DELAMINATION AND SPLIT GROWTH IN 90/0/0/90,	 ,^
1603 SCOTCHPLY WITH TWO-PLY DEEP SURFACE CRACK.
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FIGURE 11.
TRANSMITTED LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHS OF SEQUENTIAL GROWTH OF DAMAGE IN 90/0/0/90,
1003 SCOTCHPLY WITH TWO-PLY DEEP SURFACE CRACK, 2c; W = 0.375.
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FIGURE 12.
DELAMINATIUNS AND SPLITS DEVELOPED IN 90/0/0/90,
1003 SCOTCHPLY ^J^^ITH TWO-PLY DEEP SURFACE CRACK.
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FIGURE 13.
LONG VERTICAL SPLITS AT BOTH CRACK TIPS WITHIN
SECOND LAYERS, 90/0/0/90, 1003 SCOTCHPLY WITH TWO-
PLY DEEP SURFACE CRACKS.
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FIGURE 14.
DELAMINATiON LENGTH vs. SPLIT LENGTii, 90%/0/90, TYPE . 1003
SCOTCHPLY "WITH TWC)-PLC' DEEP CENTRAL SURFACE CRACKS.
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^ FIGURE 15.
^` DELAMINATION LENGTH vs. NOMINAL STRESS, 90%/0/90, TYPE 100' ``
SCOTCHPLY WITH TWO-:PLY DEEP CENTRAL SURFACE CRACKS.
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FIGURE 17.
DELAMINATIONS AND SPLITS DEVELOPED IN -15/15/15/-15,
1003 SCOTCHPLY CONTAINING SURFACE CRACK.
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FIGURE 18.
,^^Y"vT vs. ^/UTS FOR 15/-15/-. 15/15,. 1003 GLASSjEPDXY AND
GRAPHITE/EPDXY CONTAINING TWO-PLY DEEP SURFACE
(RACKS, 2c^W _ .333.
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FIGURE 20.
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FIGURE 21.
ONE HALF OF PRELOADED SPECIMEN POLISHED DOWN
TO DIFFERENT LEVEL, 90/0/0/90 GRAPHITE/EPDXY WITH
TWO-PLY DEEP SURFACE CRACK, 2c /W = .333.
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FI(sURE 22.
,^/W vs. ^/UTS FOR TWO DIFFERENT PLY SEQUENCES. OF
	 '
GRAPHITE/EPDXY CONTAINING PARTIAL. THROUGH CRACKS,
2c/W = ,333.
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FIGURE 23.
APPEARANCE OF FRACTURED SPECIfvTEN3 CON-
TAINING SURFACE AND EMBEDDED CRACKS,
15/-15/-15/15 GRAPHITE/EPDXY.
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FIGURE 24.
DAMAGE DEVELOPED AT TWO DIFFERENT LOAD LEVELS IN -15/15%15/-15
GRAPHITE; EPDXY CONTAI^^ING SURFACE CRACKS. (SPECIMENS WERE CUT
IN HALF AFTER PRELOADING.)
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FIGURE 25.
INTERLAMINAR DELAMINATION IN 15/-15/-15/15
GRAPHITE/EPDXY SPECIMEN CONTAINING SUR-
FACE CRACK,
3
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FIGURE 26.
DAMAGE DEVELOPED AT ^/UTS = 0.83 IN -15/ 15/15 /-15 GRAPHITE/EPDXY CONTAINING
EMBEDDED CRACKS. (SPECIMENS WERE CUT IN HALF AFTER PRELOADING.)
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FIGURE 34.
GROWTH OF DELAMINATIONS AND SPLITS IN 90/0 (15 LAYERS) 1002
SCOTCHPLY CONTAINING SURFACE CRACKS ON BOTH SIDES.
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FIGURE 35.
DAidIAGE DEVELOPED IN 90/0 (15 LAYERS), 1002 SCOTCHPLY CONTAINING
FIVE-LAYER DEEP SURFACE CRACKS ON BOTH SIDES.
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FIGTJRE 35 (continued).
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FIGURE 36.
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING LOCATIONAL COINCIDENCE
BETWEEN LAST SPLITS FROM SURFACE CRACK TIPS
WITHIN FOUR'T'H LAYER AND VERTICAL BOL`NDARIES
OF DELAMINATION BETWEEN LAYERS 4 AND 5, 90/0
(15 LAYERS) 1002 SCOTCHPLY.
FIGURE 37.
' SHAPE OF CRACK TIP DELAMINATION AT
INTERFACE (3-4), 90/0 (15 LAYERS), 1002
SCOTCHPLY WITH SURFACE CRACK.
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FIGURE 3$.
DAMAGE DEVELOPED IN f60/0 (12 LAYERS), 1002 SCOTCHPLY
CONTAINING FOUR-LAYER DEEP SURFACE CRACK, W = 2 in.
(5.1 cm), 2c o /W = .375.
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FIGURE 39.
DAMAGE DEVELOPED IN t60/0 (12 LAYERS), 1002 SCOTCHPLY CONTAINING
FIVE-LAYER DEEP SURFACE CRACK, W = 2 in. (5.1 cm), 2c o /W = .375.
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FIGURE 40.
SCHEMATIC AND MICROGRAPHS OF DAMAGED REGION,
60/0/-60 (12 LAYERS) 1002 SCOTCHPLY CONTAINING
FIVE-LAYER DEEP SURFACE CRACK.
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FIGURE 40 (continued).
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FIGURE 41.
nAMAGE DEVELOPED IN t45 (16 LAYERS), 1002 SCOTCHPLY CONTAINING
FNE-LAYER DEEP SURFACE CRACKS ON BOTH SIDES, W 2 in. (5.1 cm),
2c o i"W = .375.
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FIGURE 42.
TWO DISTINCT PEAKS REFLECTED IN LOAD-
EXTENSION CURVE FOR COMPOSITE SPECIMENS
CONTAINING SURFACE CRACKS.
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FIGURE 43.
N1:'I' SEC'T'IONS REMAINING INTACT AFTER FIRST PEAK AND
PERSISTING UNTIL FINAL FRACTURE, MULTI-LAYERED 1002
SCOTCHPLY WITH SURFACE CRACKS.
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FIGURE 44. "
RESIDUAL STRENGTH AFTER. PRECUT PLY FAILURE vs. 2cp/W,
_	 90/0 (15 LAYERS) .TYPE 1002 SCOTCHPLY WITH SURFACE CRACK 	 F
ON ONE SID. (LAYERS 1-5 FREC:UT).
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FIGURE 46.
RESIDUAL STRENGTH AFTER PRECUT PLY `FAILURE vs: `2c o /W, '
	
^f 0/0 (12 LAYERS) 'TYPE 1002 SCOTCHPLY WITH SHALLC)W SUR-
	 ^,
FACE CRACK ON ONE SIDE (LAYERS 1-4 PRECUT).
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FIGURE 48.
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^	 EXTENT OF DELAMINATION, .^/W -vs. MAIN CRACK EXTENSION WITHIN	 ^
FOURTH LAYER, ^ c/W FOR 90% (15 LAYERS), GLASS/EPDXY CONTAIiVING
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FIGURE 51
,.,
APPROXIMATE INTER-RELATIONS AMONG ^/W, ^ c/W, ,Q h /W,
AND ,Q y /W, 50%, 1002 SCOTCHPLY WITH FIVE-.LAYER DEEP
SURFACE. CRACKS ON :BOTH SIDES, W = 1.5 in. (3. g1 cm),	 ^: 3
2c o /W = ..375.
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FIGURE 52.
^;	 1	 MODEL FOR UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE ;
CONTAINING SURFACE CRACK. y
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FIGURE. 54.
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND 1VI^:ASURED DE LAMINATION
^	 GROWTH CURVES FOR: VARIOUS' CRACK 'LENGTHS,. ^JO%/0/90
TYPE' 1003 SCOTCHPLy' GLASS/EFOXY.
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